S O L U T ION SPOTLIG H T

Interactive Text Response:
The Key to Re-Imagining
Customer Self-Service
Communicating with text is now second-nature. Text is conversational, convenient, familiar and fast. It
includes mature forms like SMS and social media channels, as well as newer messaging applications
like WhatsApp.
In a recent consumer survey, over 70% of people told us they want the ability to solve product and
service issues by themselves using their preferred communication method. Therefore, text-based selfservice is the foundation of a re-imagined customer service strategy. And the foundational technology
to implement that strategy is Aspect® CXP™ which leverages automation and natural language
understanding and unlocks the power of text for your brand.

Text is the New Talk
Texting is now second-nature. We’re accustomed to the
many advantages that text-based interactions have over
voice: we can multi-task more easily and converse at our
own convenience, easily have unobtrusive conversations
in noisy (or quiet) environments and we have an archive
of the conversation when we need to reference important
information. And because of the character limitations of
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Monument Cable: An engineer is scheduled to
come to your house on 12 Jan 16 at 3pm ET.
Send Confirm, Cancel, or Reschedule.
Can’t make it

texts and tweets, we also get to the point faster.
The advantages of text are just as relevant when providing

Contact

To reschedule your appointment, please
send a new date. To cancel, send Cancel.

consumer self-service. Instead of thinking about text
channels as a way to provide one-way notifications, think of
them as a way to provide convenient, personalised, relevant
and to-the-point inbound and outbound self-service
dialogues. Because they are designed with the consumer in
mind, these automated self-service conversations form the
foundation of a modern customer service strategy.

Text Re-Imagines Customer Service
The popularity of text channels underscores how
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On 12 Jan 16 we can offer the following
times: 11:30 am, 3 pm, 5 pm ET.
None of these, also, I have some questions
Please hang on, we’re transferring this chat
to a representative who can help you further.
You can expect another text within 5 minutes.
Hi this is Mark. You need help with
your upcoming appointment?

Text Message

Send

enterprises must embrace consumer technologies in
customer communications. There has never been a faster
or easier way for customers to get answers quickly, and on
their terms. And these natural-language text interactions
increase the likelihood of first-contact resolution before
those customers ever talk to an agent.

A typical use of Interactive Text Response utilising
SMS and natural language recognition: appointment
reminders and rescheduling.

Inbound, customer-initiated uses of text self-service are

Aspect has the vision, understanding and subject-matter

usually straightforward. For example, a retail customer may

expertise to effectively deliver engaging, automated and

want to see if an order has shipped, or a mobile phone

unified text self-service for your brand. With Aspect®

customer may want to see how much data her plan has

CXP™, we power conversational self-service dialogues that

remaining for the current month.

connect your customers’ questions to answers with less

Even these simple enquireies are significant engagement

friction than ever before.

and conversational opportunities. For example, when

Aspect CXP makes it easy to deliver two-way self-service

a customer checks her mobile data usage, a follow-up

in natural language. It decreases costs, with the ability to

automated dialogue could offer a promotional rate on

design dialogues for one channel like SMS, and easily re-

a one-time increase to the size of her data plan. She can

deploy them on any additional preferred channels. It even

accept with a natural language response like “Yes please”

maximises agents’ value, by resolving common questions

or “Okay”. The customer gets a deal that increases her

before they reach an agent. The overall result is improved

satisfaction, and the provider has an easy up-sell.

customer satisfaction – resulting in higher customer

On the outbound side, notifications are used extensively

retention and value for your brand.

for appointment reminders, outage warnings, order
and delivery information and many other applications.
Rather than being one-way notifications, these outbound

How Text Re-Imagines Self Service

messages can also become an opportunity to create two-

• From Synchronous –> Asynchronous –

way conversations.

Customer-paced communication

This means there’s no reason to start a message with the
dreaded “Do Not Reply.” Interactions such as changing
an appointment after receiving a reminder can be easily
handled in an automated, text-based, natural language
dialogue. If the interaction becomes unexpectedly complex,
your live agents can seamlessly “step in” with context.

Text Delivers Amazing Results

• From Lengthy –> Concise – Character limits

keep dialogues focused
• From Limited –> Ubiquitous – Tolerant of

network coverage issues, silent and ideal in
quiet or noisy environments, more tolerant of
network coverage issues
• From Temporal –> Persistent – Easy to reference

conversation histories

By providing answers to questions, the results of offering

• From Costly –> Inexpensive – Automated text is

self-service via conversational, automated interactive text

a fraction of the cost of IVR or agent assistance

response is nothing short of amazing. The customer gets
their answer on their preferred channel, without waiting, and
without an agent. When customers are happy, retention,
up-sells and cross-sells are easier. And their goodwill also
increases loyalty and your brand value.
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About Aspect
Aspect is on a mission to simplify and improve customer engagement. Our enterprise software is used by millions of
agents every year and supports billions of consumer interactions around the world. Our best-of-breed contact centre
and workforce optimisation applications help companies keep agents engaged while providing exceptional customer
service experiences. Our flexible, highly scalable solutions for self-service and live interaction management and workforce
optimisation are available on-premises or in any hosted, private or public cloud environment. For more information, visit
www.aspect.com/uk. Follow Aspect on Twitter at @Aspect_Europe. Read our blogs at http://blogs.aspect.com/uk.
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